
Databases ( TDA357, DIT620) 

Exercise session 3   Theory topics: functional dependencies 23/11 Fri  

 

Exercise 1 

First we will look at the flights table, that you saw in the previous exercise session. As you already                   
know the table, most of you will not need to study it again. Nevertheless, I attach its whole                  
description. 

 

Table 1 Flights table 

We assume the following (slightly simplified) conventions for this domain: 

• the “flight code” attribute determines all other attributes on a row, 
• the “prime flight” is the flight code used by the airline operating the flight; the “flight code”                 

in the first column can thus belong to another airline that has a code sharing agreement with                 
the operating airline, 

• the “prime flight” appears in the table as a “flight code” as well, having itself as prime flight 
• each airport has a unique code 
• every aircraft of the same type has the same number of seats 

(It is a common practice that one and the same flight can be booked using different airlines. Each                  
airline uses a different “flight code”, but the passengers end up in the same plane. The code used by                   
the actual operating airline is called the “prime flight” code. For example, whether you book flight                
LH333 with Lufthansa or flight SK222 with SAS, you end up in the plane of Air Malta flight KM111.) 

Question 1: Identify the functional dependencies and keys in the domain as described above. You               
must have some functional dependencies that are not superkeys. Consider the entire Table 1 as one                
relation. For functional dependencies, it is enough to list a base (a minimal set that implies all the                  
others). 

Question 2: Starting with Table 1 and the functional dependencies and keys in (Q1), decompose the                
relation into BCNF (Boyce-Codd Normal Form). Show all intermediate steps. Notice: if you find out               
that the relation is already in BCNF, then you have done something wrong in (Q1). 

 

  



Exercise 2 

Suppose we have relation and functional dependencies(A, B, C, D, E, F , G) R         

● C→  EA   

● G→  DE   

● C→  BA   

● F→  AD   

Question 2a. This relation R has three keys. Indicate which ones with some simple reasoning.               
Moreover, tell why the other two are not keys of R. 

● A, C, E, F}{     
● A, C, F , G}{     

● C, D, F , G}{     
● C, E, F , G}{     

● B, C, E, F , G}{      

Question 2b. Decompose this relation R to Boyce-Codd normal form. Remember to show each step in                
the normalisation process, and at each step write down which functional dependency is being used. 

Question 2c. Indicate and justify which functional dependency (-ies) of R violate Third Normal Form.  

Question 2d. Decompose relation R to Third Normal Form.  

 

  



Exercise 3 

Question 1: Give an example of a relation that is not in 1NF.  

Question 2: Give an example of a relation that is in 1NF but not 2NF. 

Question 3: Give an example of a relation that is in 2NF but not 3NF. 

For each above question, show all the information that is needed: attributes, dependencies, keys,              
etc, clearly stating what the violations are, as well as an instance (a set of tuples). 

Question 4: Explain the differences between BCNF and 3NF. 


